Assembly Instructions for the following:
TearDrop, MoonDrop, UFO, Flying Saucer

Caution!
TAKE EXTREME CARE IN FINDING A STRONG, SAFE MOUNTING LOCATION

Parts List:
(1) Storage bag
(1) Hanging chair
(1) Screw locking carabiner
(1) Rope – 26 feet or 8 meters
(8) Steel tubes

Step 1: Place your hanging chair upside
down flat on the ground, there you will find
the belt loops where you will insert the
steel tubes
Step 2: Insert steel tubes one at a time
through the built-in loops on the hanging
chair, assuring the straps lay on top the
tubes.
Step 3: Feed all steel tubes individually into
each other one at a time until the ring is
complete
Step 4: Mount your hanging chair from a
safe, strong location and enjoy
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SAFETY GUIDE
IMPORTANT INFORMATION – Do not discard

Caution!
TAKE EXTREME CARE IN FINDING A STRONG, SAFE MOUNTING LOCATION

Caution!
Safety is most important! This is not a toy, it is made for rest, relaxation, reflection, and meditation.
Take extreme care when setting up, mounting, and using your hanging chair.
1. Do not hang more than 24 inches off the ground.
2. Do not attempt to step or stand inside or on top the hanging chair
3. Do not ride or hang on the outside of the hanging chair.
4. Do not exit the hanging chair until both of your feet are on level ground.
5. The hanging chair is not a swing, use caution in this chair at all times! Do not spin, jump or bump into anything. Discard
if any damage occurs.
6. Inspect the rope, knots, tree branch, or mount and all the material of your hanging chair thoroughly. Take the greatest
care make sure the branch or mount is strong enough to hold the weight. Watch for fade, fray, or wear before each use.
Do not use if damaged, worn, ripped, or frayed.
7. Always use only proper knots and test thoroughly to make sure it will hold weight as needed with no slip.
8. Do not hang or mount over water.
9. Limit two people per hanging chair. Weight limit is 400lbs.
10. Time in the sunlight and weather weakens the material in the hanging chair. Do not leave outside in the sunlight and
weather when not in use.
*****You are ultimately responsible for your own safety, take extreme care while assembling, mounting, and enjoying your
unique hanging chair*****
Disclaimer - Flowerhouse and our retailers cannot assume responsibility or plan for the unlimited variety of mounting
options and their conditions, so you alone must take responsibility for the mounting and use of this product.
If you cannot accept this please return the unused product within 10 days for a full refund.
Proof of purchase is required.
This product comes with a one-year warranty against manufacture defects.
Proof of purchase required.
Do not remove tag for any reason!
Any questions or comments please contact customerservice@flowerhouses.com or call us at
810-686-8252

